The
Waterman

®

THE DURABLE, WATER-RESISTANT UKULELE.

The Waterman ® is a remarkably versatile ukulele that was originally designed by
Kala ® as an homage to the 1950s Maccaferri ukulele and made to accompany any
outdoor adventure. The Waterman has been found to be a great instrument for
the classroom as well because it is durable and easy to clean! The Waterman ® is
the portable, take-anywhere ukulele—take it to the beach, the river, the lake, the
mountains—take it anywhere!
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TheWaterman

®

Water-Resistant
Durable
Easy-To-Clean
ABS Composite Plastic
Nickel-Plated
Open Gear Tuners
Aquila Super
Nylgut ® Strings
Waterman ® Tote Bag
Learn To Play Ukulele
App with Tuner

KA-SWF-BL

KA-SWF-GN

KA-SWF-OR

Fluorescent

Fluorescent

Fluorescent

Blue Raspberry

Sour Apple

Orangesicle

Soprano

Soprano

Soprano

KA-SWF-PK

KA-SWF-PL

KA-SWT

Fluorescent

Fluorescent

Transparent

Watermelon Pink

Purple Grape

Ice

Soprano

Soprano

Soprano
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Great for ages 3 to 103— the Kala Waterman ® is a great accessory to all of life’s
adventures. Perfect for the Great Outdoors and classrooms across the world because
it is durable, easy to clean, and plays perfectly anywhere! All colors available in a
soprano model, Matte Black and Sea Foam Green also available in a concert model.

KA-SWB-BK

KA-SWB-GN

KA-SWB-PK

KA-SWB-RD

Chalkboard Black

Sea Foam Green

Soft Pink

Tomato Red

Soprano

Soprano

Soprano

Soprano

KA-SWG-YL

KA-SWG-BL

KA-CWB-BK

KA-CWB-GN

Pale Yellow

Aqua Blue

Chalkboard Black

Sea Foam Green

Soprano

Soprano

Concert

Concert
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Ukadelic
Series

®

EACH UKULELE TELLS A STORY

Even more fun and completely new—the Kala Ukadelic ® line is full of eye-catching,
unique, imaginative colors and designs. We have expanded the line to include
the best, inexpensive all wood color ukuleles on the market—with fun names and
colors—that take you to magical destinations.
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Ukadelic
Colors

®

In our quest to always be one step ahead, we
are bringing the best, affordable ukulele to the
market. Introducing Kala’s all new, solid color,
wood Ukadelic

®

ukuleles. Every color was hand

picked to be as eye-catching as possible. We

UK-CHERRYBOMB

UK-FLAMINGO

Cherry Bomb

Flamingo

Soprano

Soprano

UK-LOCHNESS

UK-FROSTBITE

Loch Ness

Frost Bite

Soprano

Soprano

didn’t just want to make another colorful ukulele—
we wanted them to stand out. From the wood
f ingerboard and wood bridge to each of the 12
fun, on-trend color options, these Ukadelics are
meant to dazzle. Available in Soprano with logo
bag and retail packaging.

Specifications
TOP:

Laminate Wood

BACK & SIDES:

Laminate Wood

BINDING:

None

FINISH:

Matte

NUT & SADDLE:

Plastic

STRINGS:

Aquila Super Nylgut ®

INCLUDES:

Black Drawstring Bag
with Ukadelic ® Logo
Window Retail
Packaging

DEALER EXCLUSIVE!

Brick & Mortar Only
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UK-RAZDAZ

UK-MARMALADE

UK-TAXICAB

UK-GRASSHOPPER

Razzle Dazzle

Marmalade

Taxi Cab

Grasshopper

Soprano

Soprano

Soprano

Soprano

UK-BLUEYONDER

UK-BLUEINK

UK-ULTRAVIOLET

UK-DRAGONFRUIT

Blue Yonder

Blue Ink

Ultraviolet

Dragonf ruit

Soprano

Soprano

Soprano

Soprano
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Ukadelic
Designs

®

SPACED OUT
How do you fit our whole Solar
System on a soprano ukulele?
It’s pretty hard. The Kala team
took on this astronomical task,
using

several

contest

entries

as inspiration for the custom
artwork.

Featuring

a

racing

rocket and a mysterious UFO,
the Spaced Out Ukadelic ®
shows of f a fun and colorful
arrangement

of

our

solar

system—planets, stars and

With help and inspiration f rom the

all! You don’t have to be

Kala community, we present 6 original

a Rocket Scientist to play

designs for the all new wood Ukadelic ®

this ukulele!

Graphic ukuleles. Each one tells a story
and makes the 2020 line-up of Ukadelics

UK-SPACEDOUT

truly magical! Start your next adventure

Soprano

with the Ukadelic by Kala: explore faroff planets and stars with Spaced Out;
howl at an autumn Moonrise; sing
around the f ire with Happy Camper;
hide in the brush gazing at f ireflies with
Night Light; trek across a tropical beach
with Surfari; or achieve perfection in

HAPPY CAMPER

Uketopia. Available in Soprano with

Happy Camper is based on original

logo bag and retail packaging.

artwork by Sydney Resel, a film and
television
She

says,

producer
“My

from

whole

Montana.

family

loves

camping, and it seems to be the one
place I can play the ukulele without any

Specifications

interruptions. Playing the ukulele brings

TOP:

Laminate Wood

people and family together and even

BACK & SIDES:

Laminate Wood

sounds better out in nature. I also

BINDING:

None

love photography and wanted my

FINISH:

Matte

sky to look like a long exposure of

NUT & SADDLE:

Plastic

the stars and how they circle in the

STRINGS:

Aquila Super Nylgut ®

image and can have a purple tint to

INCLUDES:

Black Drawstring Bag
with Ukadelic ® Logo

the sky.” We love it too and paired
it with Dragon Fruit back and sides.

Window Retail Packaging
DEALER EXCLUSIVE!

Brick & Mortar Only

UK-HAPPYCAMPER
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Soprano

UKETOPIA

MOONRISE

Under velvety sof t green and

On a crisp winter night in the

blue hills, past the unusually

light of a blood red moon,

long stemmed flowers, you will

the solitary owl perches on a

enter into our imaginary land of

branch, staring at the mountains

Uketopia. This naive folk art style

that disappear into the distance.

Ukadelic ® has original artwork

Bathed in the warm glow of the

designed by Kala’s in-house art

Moonrise,

small

orange

birds

team. Sweet pastels and bright

rest in the bare branches of

pops of color are framed

the trees below while a lone

in Flamingo Pink back and

crow sits, unnoticed on the

sides.

bottom branch. This original

Uketopia

is

every

ukulele players paradise!

artwork

was

created

by

our in house artists and is
complemented

by

Loch

Ness green back and sides.
UK-UKETOPIA

UK-MOONRISE

Soprano

Soprano

NIGHTLIGHT

SURFARI

On a hot summer night f ireflies

Just offshore from the Mokulua

come out to play, lighting up

Islands, the classic Kala Woody

the sky providing the theme

takes in the view at Lanikai

for our Night Light Ukadelic ® Not

Beach.

to be outdone on this summer

snorkeling equipment, and ukes

evening, a cricket sits on a leaf

on Surfari this weekend for a

and offers up his own distinct

relaxing day in the sand. Be sure

song, while a dragonfly makes

to stick around to catch the

its way to the water. This

radiant colors of a tropical

original artwork was created

sunset. Based on fan-favorite

by

art—this

our

in

house

artists

Bring

your

Ukadelic ®

is

kayak,

all

and is complemented by

about Kala and ukuleles.

Grasshopper

This design is paired with

green

back

bright red Cherry Bomb

and sides.

for the back and sides!
UK-NIGHTLIGHT

UK-SURFARI

Soprano
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Soprano
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Makala
Series

®

SIMPLY THE BEST ENTRY-LEVEL UKULELE ON THE MARKET

The Makala ® Series is built using the same construction standards as all Kala ukuleles.
We focus on the essentials—quality at an affordable price—making any Makala the
perfect ukulele to begin with.
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Makala
Dolphins
In the world of sea animals Dolphins are the
extraverts.

Dolphins

don’t

hide

under

the water, they come to the surface to
breathe and play and splash. Many
people dream of social interaction
with

these

maybe

f riendly

because

it

creatures,

seems

that

Dolphins don’t take themselves too
seriously. A Makala® Dolphin Ukulele
is a reminder of the fun and colorful
personality of a dolphin. Create
your own dolphinarium with a
ukulele that sounds great and
comes in a variety of colors!
An exceptional value to get
anyone playing. Available in a
soprano model.

Specifications
TOP:

Mahogany

BACK & SIDES:

Composite

BINDING:

None

FINISH:

Gloss

NUT & SADDLE:

Plastic

STRINGS:

Aquila Super Nylgut ®
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MK-SD/LBLBURST

MK-SD/PKBURST

Light Blue Burst

Pink Burst

Soprano

Soprano

MK-SD/YLBURST
Yellow Burst
Soprano

MK-SD/GRNBURST

MK-SD/RDBURST

Green Burst

Red Burst

Soprano

Soprano

MK-SD/PLBURST
Purple Burst
Soprano
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Makala
Sharks
Don’t get caught wading the waters of Wellfleet
Beach with these sharks lurking around! If
you can’t resist the call of the ocean, and
swimming with the sharks just isn’t
your thing, then perhaps lounging
lazily in the sun with your colorful
Makala

Shark

Ukulele

is.

These

Sharks aren’t just coastal! They can
be found inland, by f reshwater, and
at your local music store!
Featuring an iconic Shark Bridge
contrasted

on

a

solid-color

background, there is a Shark
Ukulele for everyone. Choose
f rom

shark-inspired

colors

like Great White, Mako Blue,
or Blacktip or beach vibe colors
like Surf Green, Red Sea, and
Sea Urchin Purple. Available in a
soprano model.

Specifications
TOP:

Mahogany

BACK & SIDES:

Composite

BINDING:

None

FINISH:

Satin

NUT & SADDLE:

Plastic

STRINGS:

Aquila Super Nylgut ®
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MK-SS/BLU

MK-SS/BLK

Mako Blue

Blacktip

Soprano

Soprano

MK-SS/WHT
Great White
Soprano

MK-SS/GRN

MK-SS/RED

Surf Green

Red Sea

Soprano

Soprano

MK-SS/PUR
Sea Urchin Purple
Soprano
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Makala
Classic

®

Specifications
TOP:

Mahogany

BACK & SIDES:

Mahogany

BINDING:

None

FINISH:

Satin

NUT & SADDLE:

Plastic

STRINGS:

Aquila Super Nylgut ®

ELECTRONICS:

PS-900 on EQ Models

MK-S/PACK

MK-C/PACK

Soprano

Concert

EACH MAKALA UKULELE PACK INCLUDES: AN
UKULELE, TUNER, GIG BAG & QUICK START GUIDE
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The Makala ® Classic is simply the best entry-level line of ukuleles on the market. Sound and
playability usually suffer at these prices, but not with a Makala. Modeled after mahogany
ukuleles made over 100 years ago, the Makala line is a truly traditional, vintage ukulele that
emits a soft, warm, full-bodied and balanced tone that ages beautifully. Available in all sizes.

ALSO
AVAILABLE:

MK-CE
Concert
with

MK-S

MK-P

MK-C

Soprano

Pineapple

Concert

Soprano

MK-T

MK-TE

MK-B

Tenor

Tenor

Baritone

with

EQ
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EQ
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EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO START PLAYING UKULELE TODAY!

The Learn To Play Series is the perfect tool for beginners of any age to learn the
ukulele. The Series grew this year to include 3 Elvis Learn to Play Concert Ukulele
Packs. These include popular Elvis songs with f ree online lessons. The Learn To Play
Mandy Harvey Signature Series Tenor Ukulele has grown in popularity over the past
year. Our classic Learn To Play Series comes with everything anyone needs to start
playing the ukulele today and is still a favorite!
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LEARN TO PLAY

Learn To
Play Series

We developed a program to kickstart new players into a lifetime of making music. Learn To
Play includes online video lessons, a play-along style app, and an easy-to-follow Quick Start
Guide that accompanies each instrument. Our app and online resources are f ree to anyone
and can be used with any Kala purchase.

ONLINE LESSONS
Kala’s Learn To Play program includes
everything you need to start playing the
ukulele. Located on the Kala website,
this

program

includes

video

walk

throughs of tuning, chords, techniques,
and

songs

taught

by

our

expert

teachers. Head to our website for access
to all of these resources, launching you
into the ukulele world faster than ever.
KALABRAND.COM/LEARNTOPLAY
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The Kala App
The Kala Ukulele Tuner and Learn To

feedback on ways to improve! To enhance

Play App is the fastest way to learn

your learning we’ve included chord and

songs on the ukulele! With f ree, easy-to-

strum pattern video tutorials featuring

play versions of over 100 popular songs,

Kala Artists Ukulenny and Emily Arrow.

you’ll be a pro in no time. This app is the

These videos can be accessed anytime,

perfect learning tool for the beginner,

anywhere. Additionally, we’ve updated

as well as an awesome songbook for the

and improved the in-app Kala Tuner to

more advanced players. The songs are

help you get in tune and stay in tune.

presented in a play-along display with

Available for Apple and Android products

easy chords, adjustable acoustic backing
tracks, and lyrics. Many of the songs are

DOWNLOAD THE KALA UKULELE - TUNER

broken down into four simple chords

AND LEARN TO PLAY APP TODAY!.

you can master in an instant. The Kala
App listens while you play and gives
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Meet
Emily
Arrow
Kala Artist Emily Arrow will lead you through

teaching from a young age, she went on to

the Color Chord ® song tutorials. Based in

graduate from the Berklee College of Music

Nashville, TN, Emily creates music inspired by

in Boston, where she also earned a graduate-

literature for children. Her goal is not only to

level teaching certification in Orf f-Shulwerk

inspire a love for music, but for reading as well!

Levels I & II. She has received multiple awards

Emily collaborates with best-selling authors

including

and artists to create the best in children’s

Award. Emily has teamed up with Kala to

media. She keeps kids focused with her fun

continue ukulele education with the Kala

and energetic personality. Being drawn to

Color Chord.
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The

John

Lennon

Songwriting

The Learn To Play

Color Chord

®

The Kala Color Chord ® comes with
everything you need to start playing
songs

today.

It

has

color-coded

f retboard inlays that show you where
to put your f ingers to form chords—all
designed with the beginner in mind.
The Color Chord comes equipped with
Aquila ® strings and premium open
gear tuners. This kit also includes a
Color Chord logo tote bag, a Quick
Start Guide with information about
your new ukulele and all the tips you
need to get started. Patterned after
our Waterman ® Ukulele, the Kala Color
Chord Soprano Ukulele is durable
and easy to clean—great for students,
parents, and teachers! Learn to play
songs right away with Kala’s easy-tofollow, f ree online lessons with Emily
Arrow that are f resh, engaging, and
relevant for today’s beginner ukulele
player.

KALA-LTP-SCC
Soprano

EACH COLOR CHORD UKULELE PACK INCLUDES:
AN UKULELE, COLOR CHORD TOTE BAG, QUICK
START GUIDE, ACCESS TO THE KALA UKULELE APP
& TUNER, & FREE ONLINE LESSONS
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Meet Ukulenny

Kala Artist Ukulenny will be your
guide through most of the Learn
To Play site. Ukulenny is originally
from San Diego, CA . He moved to
California’s Bay Area in 2004 to attend
the University of California, Berkeley,
where he graduated with a Bachelor
of Arts in Music with a Theatre
minor.

He completed his teaching

credential from Cal State East Bay
in 2011 and spent the next five years
teaching in public schools around
the Bay Area. In 2010, his passion for
music education led him to start a
YouTube channel with ukulele covers
and tutorials. Ukulenny has become
somewhat of a staple at Kala and
helps create plenty of content for
Kala’s Learn To Play program, as
well as performing and educating
whenever and wherever he can.
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EACH LEARN TO PLAY
STARTER KIT INCLUDES:

KALA-LTP-S

AN UKULELE, KALA

Soprano

TOTE BAG, QUICK START
GUIDE, ACCESS TO THE
KALA UKULELE APP, &
FREE ONLINE LESSONS
(SOPRANO PACKS NOW ALSO
COME WITH A CLIP-ON TUNER
& WINDOW RETAIL PACKAGING)

ALSO AVAILABLE:

KALA-LTP-C
Concert
KALA-LTP-T
Tenor

The Kala Learn To Play Pack
comes

with

everything

you need to start playing
ukulele today. This pack is
perfect

for

someone

just

starting out on the ukulele.
It includes a high-quality
Kala mahogany ukulele with
Aquila ® strings, quality open
gear tuners, and GraphTech
NuBone ® nut and saddle.
The kit also includes a Kala
logo tote bag, a Quick Start
Guide

with

information

about your new ukulele, and
all the tips you need to get
started! Learn to play songs
in minutes with Kala’s FREE,
easy-to-follow online lessons
through

the

Kala

Brand

Music Learn To Play website.

The Learn To Play

Ukulele
Starter Kit
26

Kala + Elvis
®

TM

The newest addition to our Learn To Play Series teams the King of Rock ‘n’ Roll with the ukulele.
Learn to play some of Elvis’ biggest hits spanning his career with these collectible ukes celebrating
three of his most defining and recognizable eras.

Collect All 3

ROCKABILLY

BLUE HAWAII

VIVA LAS VEGAS

Meet Gio
Gio Benedetti spent 10 years with California string band The
Brothers Comatose touring to Australia, China, and across the
US, playing bass, writing songs, and drinking copious amounts
of espresso. He lef t that group in 2018 and now keeps himself
busy as a session musician, illustrator, writer, educator, author,
and dad. His new band, Bronze Medal Hopefuls, released their
first EP in the Spring of 2020. The band’s first single, Pain Au
Chocolate (an epic instrumental tale of outer-space adventure
and delicious pastry) features an animated video drawn,
directed and animated by Gio. It is, he thinks, the coolest thing
he has done to date. His kids think so too.
Learn more about Gio, his art & his music at giobenedetti.com.

Elvis Signature Ukulele
TM

Rockabilly
Elvis helped lay the foundation for Rockabilly
on his way to becoming the King of Rock ‘n’
Roll. His fusion of country and R&B brought
Rockabilly to the airwaves and the foref ront of
American culture, inspiring many future Rock
‘n’ Roll legends. Lessons for 3 of Elvis’ most
popular Rockabilly songs are included with
this bundle. Available in a concert model.

KALA-LTP-C-ERB
Concert

Specifications
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TOP:

Spruce

BACK & SIDES:

Mahogany

BINDING:

None

FINISH:

Satin

NUT & SADDLE:

GraphTech NuBone ®

STRINGS:

Aquila Super Nylgut ®

Elvis Signature Ukulele
TM

Blue Hawaii
Blue Hawaii showcased Elvis’ love of Hawaiian
music and the influence it played throughout
his career. Blue Hawaii opened as the no. 2 f ilm
at the box off ice and spent 20 weeks as the no.
1 album on Billboard’s Pop charts. Lessons for
3 of Elvis’ most popular songs f rom his Hawaii
era are included with this bundle. Available in
a concert model.

KALA-LTP-C-EBH
Concert

Specifications
TOP:

Mahogany

BACK & SIDES:

Mahogany

BINDING:

None

FINISH:

Satin

NUT & SADDLE:

GraphTech NuBone ®

STRINGS:

Aquila Super Nylgut ®
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Elvis Signature Ukulele
TM

Viva Las Vegas
Elvis helped pave the way for the Las Vegas
residencies you see today. His run of 636 sold
out concerts in Las Vegas cemented his status
as the King of Rock ‘n’ Roll. Lessons for 3 of
Elvis’ most popular songs f rom his Las Vegas
era are included with this bundle. Available in
a concert model.

KALA-LTP-C-ELV
Concert

Specifications
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TOP:

Mahogany

BACK & SIDES:

Mahogany

BINDING:

None

FINISH:

Satin

NUT & SADDLE:

GraphTech NuBone ®

STRINGS:

Aquila Super Nylgut ®

Meet
Mandy
Harvey
Mandy is a singer, songwriter, author, and
inspirational speaker who lost her hearing
at the age of 19. She came to national
attention on Season 12 of America’s Got
Talent. Her inspiring performances have
been viewed millions of times and won
the coveted “Golden Buzzer” from Simon
Cowell.
“I’ve been fortunate enough to have
people in my life that have continually
encouraged me to try—to push past
self-doubt and persist. My grandmother
was one of those people. She cultivated
a desire in me to do my best through
encouragement and her confidence in
what I could achieve. The artwork on
my Signature Series Tenor Ukulele was
inspired by my grandmother and the
beautiful gardens she always kept. It’s
an image of growth and persistence and
symbolic of what we can achieve if we
always remember to ‘Try.’”

Mandy Harvey

THE MANDY HARVEY LEARN TO PLAY
STARTER KIT INCLUDES:
•

MANDY HARVEY LEARN TO PLAY
SIGNATURE SERIES TENOR UKULELE

•

PADDED UKULELE GIG BAG
WITH CUSTOM ARTWORK

•

FREE ONLINE LESSONS
TAUGHT BY MANDY HARVEY

•

QUICK START GUIDE WITH
EXCLUSIVE MANDY HARVEY SONGS

•

KALA KLIPZ CHROMATIC
CLIP-ON TUNER

•

PLUS THE FREE KALA APP WITH
MANDY’S SONGS INCLUDED

KALA-LTP-MH
Tenor

The

Learn

To

Play

Mandy

Mandy Harvey
Learn To Play
Signature Series

Harvey

Signature Series Tenor Ukulele is the f irst
Kala Artist edition for our popular Learn
To Play Series! As with all models in our
Learn To Play program, this uke comes
with everything a beginner needs to start
playing songs right away, including many

Tenor
Ukulele

of Mandy’s original songs, accessible via
our f ree Kala App, f ree online lessons, or
the included booklet. The Mandy Harvey
Signature Series Tenor ukulele is made
of Mahogany and includes white binding
and artwork reminiscent of 1800s Swiss
folk art. The delicate vine pattern with
birds and flowers was createdby Mandy’s
sister making this a very personal, oneof-a-kind piece of art.
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Kala Series
®

UKULELE DEFINED. SINCE 2005.

If you’re looking for your f irst ukulele or if you’ve been playing for years, there is a
Kala for everyone. The Kala line continues to grow and expand with ukulele in any
price range. Known for high-quality ukulele that sound great, we offer many styles,
f inishes, and woods to choose f rom.
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KA-15S
Soprano

ALSO
AVAILABLE:

KA-15SLNG

KA-15
Series

Long Neck
Soprano
KA-15C
Concert
KA-15T
Tenor

In 2005, the KA-15S arrived and quickly
became the industry standard for entrylevel ukulele. Before this time there were
only

cheap

toys

or

expensive

custom

ukuleles. The KA-15S made the ukulele
accessible to everyone — a high-quality
constructed

Mahogany

instrument

with

warm, full-bodied sound at an affordable
price. The KA-15S is distinguished by its
etched

Polynesian-style

Shark

Teeth

rosette. Expanding the sizes available in this
incredible collection enables us to reach a
wider range of ukulele players — especially
those who prefer more variety in sizes, but
the same great quality. Great for all players
and skill levels, the affordable KA-15 Series is
sure to be a staple for generations to come.
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KA-15S-H1

KA-15S-H2

KA-15S-S

KA-15S-BLK

Soprano

Soprano

Spruce Top

Satin Black

Mahogany

Soprano

Soprano

KA-15S-BNDL

Specifications

Soprano

ALSO
AVAILABLE:

KA-15C-BNDL

TOP:

Mahogany or Spruce

BACK & SIDES:

Mahogany

BINDING:

None

FINISH:

Satin

NUT & SADDLE:

GraphTech NuBone ®

STRINGS:

Aquila Super Nylgut ®

Concert
EACH KA-15 SERIES BUNDLE INCLUDES:
AN UKULELE, TUNER, GIG BAG, CLOTH
STRAP & A SET OF AQUILA ® STRINGS
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KA-20S
Soprano

KA-20
Series
Since 2005, Kala’s KA-15S has been the industry
standard

for

entry-level

ukulele.

The

quality,

affordability, and simple design of the 15 Series has
checked every box for a starter ukulele.
For 2020, the KA-20 Series continues this legacy.
Distinguished by the etched Polynesian-style Shark
Teeth rosette, this ukulele is made of Meranti—a
wood with lots of dots, dashes, and speckles with
iridescence that highlights the flecked grain. Its
KA-20C

natural, satin f inish lets the wood be the only focus.

Concert

These instruments are perfect for learning on,
whether in the classroom, practicing at home, or
playing an acoustic performance.

Specifications
TOP:

Meranti

BACK & SIDES:

Meranti

BINDING:

None

FINISH:

Satin

NUT & SADDLE:

GraphTech Tusq ®

STRINGS:

Aquila Super Nylgut ®

KA-20T
Tenor
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KA-TEAK-T
Tenor

Teak
Specifications

Sleek and attractive, our Teak Ukulele
Series is an addition to our more
affordable ukulele lines. Teak is a

TOP:

Teak

tropical hardwood that has a very soft

BACK & SIDES:

Teak

brown color with tight, straight grain

BINDING:

None

patterns and striping. It is known

FINISH:

Satin Open-Pore

to be water resistant and durable,

NUT & SADDLE:

GraphTech Tusq ®

which makes it a great choice for any

STRINGS:

Aquila Super Nylgut ®

adventuring musician. The natural
stain of the wood gives this instrument
an organic & f resh-cut feel, right at
home in the outdoors.. Available in
Soprano, Concert and Tenor models.

KA-TEAK-S

KA-TEAK-C

Soprano

Concert
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KA-MRT-GRN-S

KA-MRT-RED-S

KA-MRT-BLU-S

Fern Green

Adobe Red

Ocean Blue

Soprano

Soprano

Soprano

KA-MRT-GRN-C

KA-MRT-RED-C

KA-MRT-BLU-C

Fern Green

Adobe Red

Ocean Blue

Concert

Concert

Concert
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Modern
Meranti
IN WATERCOLORS

Our Modern Meranti Ukuleles in Watercolor are awash in rich hues. The
semi-transparent stain allows the Meranti wood grain to show through,
highlighting the best of both worlds—striking color plus a beautiful wood
texture. Meranti is a durable wood which makes it a great choice as an entrylevel instrument. Each Modern Meranti offers you a place to unleash your
creativity, show off your personality, experiment and learn new things—AND
add a pop of color to your ukulele collection for a great price! Offered in
three brilliant watercolor stains—Fern Green, Adobe Red and Ocean Blue.
Available in Soprano and Concert.

Specifications
TOP:

Meranti

BACK & SIDES:

Meranti

BINDING:

None

FINISH:

Satin Open-Pore

STAIN:

Green, Red or Blue

NUT & SADDLE:

GraphTech Tusq ®

STRINGS:

Aquila Super Nylgut ®
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KA-NV-BTLE

KA-NV-ORNG

Pineapple

Pineapple

Soprano

Soprano

Orange

tle
Blue Bee
KA-NV-HBEE
Pineapple

Gua
cal

ele

Soprano

KA-NV-GUAC
Pineapple
Soprano

ee
Honey B

KA-NV-LBUG
Pineapple
Soprano

Novelty
Express yourself in more ways than one
with the all-new, completely redone
and more affordable Kala Novelty
Ukulele Series. Bright & colorful in
what is called the pineapple size, this
ukulele series has completely original
artwork with fun foods & insects that
f it nicely on the ukulele.
This series features 6 original and

Ladybug

playful designs: Orange, Guacalele,
Watermelon, Beetle, Ladybug, and
Bumblebee.
With eye-catching character and an
abundance of personality f rom top to
bottom, these ukuleles offer the lasting
quality you have come to expect f rom

lon

Waterme

Kala Instruments. Underneath these
designs is a trusty mahogany build,
making the Novelty Series just as fun
to play as they are to display.

Specifications

KA-NV-WTML
Pineapple
Soprano

TOP:

Mahogany

BACK & SIDES:

Mahogany

BINDING:

None

FINISH:

Satin

NUT & SADDLE:

GraphTech NuBone ®

STRINGS:

Aquila Super Nylgut ®

Surf
Series
The electric spirit of California’s
surf culture and the pursuit of
an endless summer inspired our
new Surf Series ukulele collection.
Whether

it’s

the

retro-inspired

surf patterns or vintage surfboard
designs, there’s something in this
quiver for the young grom and
the old guys that rule. Whether
heading for the surf or cruising in
town, our Surf ukes are a go-to for
beach vibes all year round. Enjoy
the sound of summer in style, and
make waves wherever you go.

Specifications
TOP:

Spruce

BACK & SIDES:

Mahogany

BINDING:

None

FINISH:

Satin

NUT & SADDLE:

Graph Tech NuBone ®

STRINGS:

Aquila Super Nylgut ®

KA-SURF-DAWNPATROL

KA-SURF-FAROUT

KA-SURF-RIPTIDE

Concert

Concert

Concert

KA-SURF-SURFSUP

KA-SURF-SWELL

KA-SURF-WIPEOUT

Concert

Concert

Concert
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KA-S

KA-C

KA-T

Soprano

Concert

Tenor

KA-P

KA-CE

KA-TE

Pineapple

Concert

Soprano

with

EQ
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Tenor
with

EQ

Satin
Mahogany
KA-B
Baritone

The Satin Mahogany Series comes in a rich, satin
f inish with bright, contrasting cream binding. These
beautiful instruments sound and play like a much
more expensive, one-off, boutique-grade ukulele and
have a warm, full-bodied and balanced tone at an
excellent price.

Specifications
TOP:

Mahogany

BACK & SIDES:

Mahogany

BINDING:

Cream

FINISH:

Satin

NUT & SADDLE:

GraphTech NuBone ®

STRINGS:

Aquila Super Nylgut ®

ELECTRONICS:

UK-300TR on EQ Models

KA-BE
Baritone
with

EQ
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KA-SLNG

KA-CG

KA-CGE

Soprano

Concert

Concert
with

EQ

Gloss Mahogany
The Gloss Mahogany line features a high-

Specifications

gloss f inish to enhance the simple elegance
of the Mahogany wood grain. The gloss adds

TOP:

Mahogany

a smoothness and sturdiness to the uke and

BACK & SIDES:

Mahogany

a cream binding ties it all together. Available

BINDING:

Cream

in

FINISH:

Gloss

and baritone models—concert and tenor

NUT & SADDLE:

GraphTech NuBone ®

available with electronics, tenor also available

STRINGS:

Aquila Super Nylgut ®

with 8 strings with optional electronics.

ELECTRONICS:

UK-300TR on EQ Models

long

neck

soprano,

concert,

tenor,
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KA-TG

KA-TGE

Tenor

Tenor
with

EQ

KA-8

KA-8E

KA-BG

Tenor

Tenor 8-String

Baritone

8-String

with

EQ
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Teak Tri-Top
Specifications

Our Teak Tri-Top Ukulele Series is a
striking addition to our line of affordable

TOP:

Teak & Mahogany

tropical hardwood that has a very soft

BACK & SIDES:

Teak

brown tone with tight, straight grain

BINDING:

None

patterns

FINISH:

Satin Open-Pore

comes together with a triangular strip

NUT & SADDLE:

GraphTech Tusq ®

of mahogany that runs down the center

STRINGS:

Aquila Super Nylgut ®

providing

ELECTRONICS:

Active EQ w/ Built-In Tuner

ukuleles.

Made

and

a

primarily

of

striping—the

red

or

orange

Teak—a

Tri-Top

contrast

against the brown. The stain is so natural
it looks like the wood is f resh-cut f rom
the tree. These ukes also feature a sharp,
Florentine Cutaway and an active EQ
with built-in tuner. Available in Concert
and Tenor models.

KA-TK-C-CE

KA-TK-T-CE

Concert Cutaway

Tenor Cutaway

with

EQ

with
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EQ

Specifications
TOP:

Laminate

BACK & SIDES:

Laminate

BINDING:

Cream

FINISH:

Gloss

NUT & SADDLE:

GraphTech NuBone ®

STRINGS:

Aquila Super Nylgut ®

KA-SPRK-RED
Concert
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Sparkle Series
Welcome to the Roaring 2020’s! 1920 would have been jubilant to have these glittery,
glamorous ukuleles! So classy—with colors like Ritzy Red, Pink Champagne, Rhapsody
in Blue, and Stardust Gold outlined in cream binding and gloss f inish—they are hard
to walk past. Each one makes you want to stop and stare and see if they sound as
good as they look—and they do!

KA-SPRK-AQUA

KA-SPRK-GOLD

KA-SPRK-PINK

Concert

Concert

Concert
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KA-SEMB

KA-CEMB

KA-TEMB

Soprano

Concert

Tenor

KA-SEM

KA-CEM

KA-TEM

Soprano

Concert

Tenor
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Exotic
Mahogany
The traditional look of the Exotic Mahogany line is complemented by the unique grain
patterns. The woodgrains range in variety f rom a wavy curl to straight grains and
everything between. For 2020 we made some updates to this model. It now comes with
a more consistent Natural stain and the Blue models have a lighter, more aqua hue.
Additional updates include: a new Black Graph Tech NuBone nut and saddle; chrome
open gear tuners with black buttons; and a stylish black rosette. Overall, it’s a nicer
looking instrument with the same great quality.

Specifications
TOP:

Exotic Mahogany

BACK & SIDES:

Exotic Mahogany

BINDING:

Black

FINISH:

Satin or Blue Satin

NUT & SADDLE:

GraphTech NuBone ®

STRINGS:

Aquila Super Nylgut ®

ELECTRONICS:

UK-300TR on EQ Models

KA-BEM
Baritone
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Pacific Walnut
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The light brown body of the Pacif ic
Walnut line is contrasted by the

Specifications

rich, dark brown patterns in the
grain. The remarkable look created

TOP:

Walnut

by this contrast gives these ukuleles

BACK & SIDES:

Walnut

a

striking

boldness.

BINDING:

Black

in

soprano,

concert,

FINISH:

Satin

NUT & SADDLE:

GraphTech NuBone ®

STRINGS:

Aquila Super Nylgut ®

models—concert

and

Available
and

tenor

tenor

also

available with a left-handed setup.

ALSO

ALSO

AVAILABLE:

AVAILABLE:

KA-PWC/LH

KA-PWT/LH

Left-Handed

Left-Handed

Concert

Tenor

KA-PWS

KA-PWC

KA-PWT

Soprano

Concert

Tenor
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KA-BMB-S
Soprano

Bamboo
Bamboo is the most eco-f riendly wood choice for
a ukulele. Highly renewable, Bamboo regenerates
quickly without being replanted. The many-layered,
straight grain of the wood gives this collection a
natural, earthy look. Bamboo provides a bright
tone with great volume, harmonics, projection
and sustain. The strength of bamboo makes for an
extremely durable and resilient ukulele. Available in
soprano, concert, and tenor models.

KA-BMB-C
Concert

Specifications
TOP:

All Solid Bamboo

BACK & SIDES:

All Solid Bamboo

BINDING:

None

FINISH:

Satin

NUT & SADDLE:

GraphTech NuBone ®

STRINGS:

D’Addario Clear Nylon

KA-BMB-T
Tenor
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Striped
Ebony
The Striped Ebony line has a deep
brown body with reddish-brown striping,
f inished in satin for a natural look. The
light colored Maple rosette and binding
creates a nice contrast to the Ebony
body. Available in soprano, concert, and
tenor models—tenor also available with
electronics.

Specifications
TOP:

Striped Ebony

BACK & SIDES:

Striped Ebony

BINDING:

Maple

FINISH:

Satin

NUT & SADDLE:

Graph Tech NuBone ®

STRINGS:

Aquila Super Nylgut ®

ELECTRONICS:

UK-300TR on KA-PWTE

KA-EBY-S

KA-EBY-C

Soprano

Concert

KA-EBY-T

KA-EBY-TE

Tenor

Tenor
with
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EQ

Salted Caramel
Exotic Burl
Our Salted Caramel Exotic Burl Tenor
Ukulele is made of Cypress Burl. Burl is the
gnarled lumps and bumps that form on tree
trunks or by the roots under the bark. This
creates beautiful, iridescent, f ree-flowing
shapes in the wood pattern. This Cypress
Burl ukulele has a wide range of caramel
colors, f rom dark to light, swirling through
it—so we like to call it “Salted Caramel”.
KA-CARA-BUR-T
Tenor

Specifications
TOP:

Burled Cypress

BACK & SIDES:

Burled Cypress

BINDING:

Mahogany

FINISH:

Satin

NUT & SADDLE:

Graph Tech NuBone ®

STRINGS:

D’Addario Clear Nylon Strings
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Chocolate
Exotic Burl
Just as curled and intricate as the Salted
Caramel, our Chocolate Exotic Burl Tenor
features a f igured and pillowy appearance.
The

wood

color

is

darker

and

more

reminiscent of cocoa beans with variation
in the highs and lows of the “chocolate”
color. Made of Camphor Burl, this ukulele
has a crisp, clear sound with excellent
response and loud projection.
KA-CHOC-BUR-T
Tenor

Specifications
TOP:

Burled Camphor

BACK & SIDES:

Burled Camphor

BINDING:

Mahogany

FINISH:

Satin

NUT & SADDLE:

Graph Tech NuBone ®

STRINGS:

D’Addario Clear Nylon Strings
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Spalted Mango
The

Spalted

remarkable

Mango
f iguring

series
featuring

has

Specifications

a

kaleidoscope of shapes and patterns

TOP:

Spalted Mango

that give each Mango ukulele in

BACK & SIDES:

Spalted Mango

this series a lot of character. Spalted

BINDING:

Black

Mango has a warm, balanced tone

FINISH:

Satin

with

NUT & SADDLE:

GraphTech NuBone ®

STRINGS:

D’Addario® Clear Nylon

a

Available

tremendous
in

long

resonance.

neck

soprano,

concert and tenor models.

KA-MG-SLNG

KA-MG-C

KA-MG-T

Long Neck

Concert

Tenor

Soprano
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Gloss Flame
Maple Burst
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Our

Gloss

Flame

Maple

ukuleles

are

highlighted by either a warm red Cherry
Burst that fades f rom the edges into
a golden center or an earthy brown
Tobacco Burst that fades f rom the edges

Specifications

to a golden center. The iridescent striped

TOP:

Flame Maple

wood grain is trimmed in white binding

BACK & SIDES:

Flame Maple

and a shiny, gloss f inish. Not only are these

BINDING:

Cream with
Black/White/Black Purfling

has a clear, transparent tone, and ample

FINISH:

Gloss

projection with great note separation.

NUT & SADDLE:

GraphTech NuBone ®

Available in concert and tenor models.

STRINGS:

D’Addario Titanium ®

instruments dazzling to the eye, but Maple

KA-FMCB-C

KA-FMCB-T

KA-FMTB-C

KA-FMTB-T

Cherry Burst

Cherry Burst

Tobacco Burst

Tobacco Burst

Concert

Tenor

Concert

Tenor
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Ziricote
Specifications
The

Ziricote

line

features

a

rich,

dark,

TOP:

Ziricote

chocolate brown wood accentuated by an

BACK & SIDES:

Ziricote

amber-hued Sapwood in the middle and

BINDING:

Black

along the sides, f inished in a high-gloss to

FINISH:

Gloss

make the details pop. Available in concert,

NUT & SADDLE:

GraphTech NuBone ®

tenor, and baritone models.

STRINGS:

Aquila Super Nylgut ®

KA-ZCT-C

KA-ZCT-T

KA-ZCT-B

Concert

Tenor

Baritone
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Kala Premier Exotic Series

Macawood
Specifications

The Premier Exotic Series is launching
in four highly-f igured exotic woods in
concert and tenor models. Macawood

TOP, BACK & SIDES:

Macawood

is a reddish brown wood with darker

BINDING:

Mahogany

stripes and f iguring. All models come

BEVELED EDGE:

Rosewood

with a beveled edge for extra comfort

FINISH:

Gloss

and a gloss f inish to allow the wood

NUT & SADDLE:

GraphTech NuBone ®

grains to shine. Available in concert and

TUNERS:

Graph Tech ® Ratio

tenor models.

STRINGS:

D’Addario Clear Nylon

KA-PX-ZCT-C

KA-PX-ZCT-T

Concert

Tenor
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Kala Premier Exotic Series

Ebony

Specifications

The Premier Exotic Series is launching
in four highly-f igured exotic woods in
concert and tenor models. Ebony has a

TOP, BACK & SIDES:

Ebony

mix of reddish brown to dark brown to

BINDING:

Mahogany

black striping that gives it a reserved

BEVELED EDGE:

Rosewood

appearance. All models come with a

FINISH:

Gloss

beveled edge for extra comfort and a gloss

NUT & SADDLE:

GraphTech NuBone ®

f inish to allow the wood grains to shine.

TUNERS:

Graph Tech ® Ratio

Available in concert and tenor models.

STRINGS:

D’Addario Clear Nylon

KA-PX-EBY-C

KA-PX-EBY-T

Concert

Tenor
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Kala Premier Exotic Series

Bocote

The Premier Exotic Series is launching in
four highly-f igured exotic woods in concert

Specifications

and tenor models. The symmetrical patterns

TOP, BACK & SIDES:

Bocote

of Bocote resemble butterfly wings with

BINDING:

Rosewood

eye-catching dark and light brown stripes

BEVELED EDGE:

Rosewood

and swirls. All models come with a beveled

FINISH:

Gloss

edge for extra comfort and a gloss f inish to

NUT & SADDLE:

GraphTech NuBone ®

allow the wood grains to shine. Available in

TUNERS:

Graph Tech ® Ratio

concert and tenor models.

STRINGS:

D’Addario Clear Nylon

KA-PX-BCT-C

KA-PX-BCT-T

Concert

Tenor
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Hawaiian Koa
Gloss
Specifications
The Hawaiian Koa Gloss line is built
f rom Hawaiian Koa, the most traditional

TOP:

Hawaiian Koa

of ukulele wood. The elegant curling

BACK & SIDES:

Hawaiian Koa

of the Koa makes this ornate wood

BINDING:

Maple

sought after by builders and players

FINISH:

Gloss

alike. Available in concert, and tenor

NUT & SADDLE:

Graph Tech NuBone ®

models—both sizes are also available

STRINGS:

D’Addario Titanium ®

with electronics and a cutaway.

ELECTRONICS:

UK-300TR on EQ Models
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KA-KCG

KA-KCGE-C

Concert

Concert
Cutaway

KA-KTG

with

EQ

KA-KTGE-C

Tenor

Tenor
Cutaway

78

with

EQ
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Travel
Series
The thinline Travel Ukulele is a Kala original.
From the Statue of Liberty to the Great Wall
and everywhere in between—the Travel
Ukulele has been the instrument of choice
for ukulele players seeking an adventure
f rom all corners of the world. The ultrathin Travel line is built to go anywhere. The
thin body makes these light and portable
– perfect for any kind of trip. The slim sides
with the violin inspired arched-back style
make it a unique fan favorite.
It is always amazing to see the faces of
customers

when

they

hear

the

Travel

Ukulele for the f irst time. The f irst strum of
a Travel Uke makes your ears do a double
take because the arched back is designed to
deliver a huge sound.

TRAVEL

TRAVEL

SOPRANO CONCERT
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TRAVEL
TENOR

OVERALL LENGTH:

21.062”

24.125”

25.812”

WIDTH AT LOWER BOUT:

6.937”

8.25”

9.187”

BODY DEPTH:

1.687”

1.75”

1.812”

WEIGHT:

.75 lb

.9 lb

1 lb

Exotic
Mahogany
Travel
The Exotic Mahogany version with natural f inish was added a year ago. The beautiful
tiger striping and natural f inish make this ukulele a stunning piece for any collection.
Available in concert and tenor models.

Specifications

KA-EMTU-C

KA-EMTU-T

Concert

Tenor
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TOP:

Exotic Mahogany

BACK & SIDES:

Exotic Mahogany

BINDING:

Black

FINISH:

Satin

NUT & SADDLE:

GraphTech NuBone ®

STRINGS:

Aquila Super Nylgut ®

Solid Spruce
Mahogany
Travel
The original Travel Ukulele comes with classic Mahogany back and sides and solid Spruce
top. This model is has been one of Kala’s most popular ukuleles for years. This classic wood
combination makes the loud, bright sound of the Travel uke even louder. Available in
concert and tenor models.

Specifications

KA-SSTU-C

KA-SSTU-T

Concert

Tenor
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TOP:

Solid Spruce

BACK & SIDES:

Mahogany

BINDING:

Black

FINISH:

Satin

NUT & SADDLE:

GraphTech NuBone ®

STRINGS:

Aquila Super Nylgut ®

Solid Spruce Top
Mahogany
Specifications
The Solid Spruce Top Mahogany line is
comprised of a Solid Spruce top and

TOP:

Solid Spruce

Mahogany back and sides. The Spruce has

BACK & SIDES:

Mahogany

a clean and bare look that pairs well with

BINDING:

Black

the elegant simplicity of the Mahogany.

FINISH:

Gloss

Available in long neck soprano, concert

NUT & SADDLE:

Graph Tech NuBone ®

and tenor models—tenor also available

STRINGS:

Aquila Super Nylgut ®

with electronics and a cutaway.

ELECTRONICS:

UK-300TR on KA-STGE-C
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KA-SSLNG

KA-SCG

Long Neck

Concert

Soprano

KA-STG

KA-STGE-C

Tenor

Tenor
Cutaway

84

with

EQ

Solid Spruce Top
Striped Ebony
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The sophisticated Solid Spruce Top Striped
Ebony has everything: excellent tone woods,

Specifications
TOP:

Solid Spruce

BACK & SIDES:

Striped Ebony

BINDING:

Mahogany

FINISH:

Satin

NUT & SADDLE:

GraphTech NuBone ®

response, while Ebony provides a strong

STRINGS:

Aquila Super Nylgut ®

bass presence and responsive highs for a

ELECTRONICS:

Fishman ® Kula
on KA-SSEBY-B-CE

well

thought

out

appointments,

ornate

herringbone rosette and purfling f ramed
in Mahogany binding – to give it that extra
something.

Spruce

is

known

for

clarity

and is consistent and balanced with great

well-rounded sound prof ile. This ukulele has
a broad dynamic range that works well for
both strumming and f ingerpicking. Available
in concert, tenor, and baritone models,
the baritone model comes with a Venetian
cutaway and Fishman ® Kula preamp.

KA-SSEBY-C

KA-SSEBY-T

KA-SSEBY-B-CE

Concert

Tenor

Baritone
Cutaway with EQ
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Gloss
Solid Cedar
Top Acacia
Elegant and beautiful, these are some of the best sounding ukuleles you will ever
play. To complement such an excellent sounding instrument, we gave it a full
redesign for 2021. The Solid Cedar Top with Acacia back and sides in a shiny, gloss
f inish, trimmed out in Rosewood binding is a sleek combination. We added an
Abalone rosette and a Rosewood f ingerboard and bridge. Cedar has a soft, lush
tone that lends well to f inger picking. It has a natural, loud projection and is often
recommended as the best ukulele for live use. Available in 9 models: Long Neck
Soprano, Concert, Tenor, Tenor Cutaway with EQ, Tenor 5-String, Tenor 6-String,
Tenor 8-String, Baritone, and Baritone 8-String.

Specifications
TOP:

Solid Cedar

BACK & SIDES:

Acacia

BINDING:

Rosewood

FINISH:

Gloss

NUT & SADDLE:

GraphTech NuBone ®

STRINGS:

Aquila Super Nylgut ®

ELECTRONICS:

Kula by Fishman ®
on KA-SCAC-T-CE
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KA-SCAC-SLNG

KA-SCAC-C

KA-SCAC-T

Soprano

Concert

Tenor

KA-SCAC-T5

KA-SCAC-T6

KA-SCAC-T8

Tenor

Tenor

Tenor

5-String

6-String

8-String

KA-SCAC-T-CE

KA-SCAC-B

KA-SCAC-B8

Tenor with

Baritone

Baritone

Long Neck

Cutaway & EQ

8-String
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Specifications
TOP:

Spruce or Mahogany

BACK & SIDES:

Mahogany

BINDING:

Pearloid or Mother of Pearl

FINISH:

Satin Tobacco Burst or
Gloss Metallic

NUT & SADDLE:

GraphTech NuBone ®

STRINGS:

Aquila Super Nylgut ®
or D’Addario Clear Nylon

ELECTRONICS:

UK-300TR

KA-JTE/2TS
Tobacco Burst
Tenor
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Archtop
The Archtop line has a classic jazzy look

First off, with gorgeous metallic tops

that is embellished with stylish F-holes.

and Mahogany back and sides we have:

Vintage to the core, we are adding four

Brooklyn Green and Kalamazoo Gold.

new colors and designs to the line-up.
Inspired by authentic vintage styled

Next up, we have two more Archtops

guitars,

in a timeless Pearl White “V” style:

we’ve

turned

our

favorite

concepts into beautiful ukuleles. One

Chicago Red and Lakeshore Blue.

of many factors that sets our Archtops
above all other F-hole style ukuleles on

Each one has a Rosewood Fretboard

the market is in fact the arched top.

and

Bridge,

matching

headplate,

GraphTech® Nubone nut and saddle,
Made

of

Mahogany

and

outlined

in Mother of Pearl Binding, these
instruments

come

in

a

variety

plus D’Addario Clear Nylon Strings and
an EQ. Available in Tenor only.

of

metallic paint colors with a gloss f inish.
Each is named to pay homage for the
city that the original style come f rom.

KA-JTE-BKGN

KA-JTE-KZGD

KA-JTE-CHRD

KA-JTE-LSBL

Brooklyn Green*

Kalamazoo Gold*

Chicago Red*

Lake Shore*

Tenor

Tenor

Tenor

Tenor

*Pictures are virtual renderings—actual photos not shown
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Banjo Ukulele
The Banjo Ukulele is patterned after
banjoleles f rom the 1920s and 1930s
when the instrument was at the height
of its popularity. Our Banjo Ukulele
has

a

Remo

Weatherking ®

head

with a resoundingly loud projection.
Available in a concert model.
KA-BNJ-C
Concert

Specifications
HEAD:

Remo Weatherking ®

SHELL:

Five-Ply Maple

HARDWARE:

Brass

BINDING:

Cream

FINISH:

Satin Black

NUT:

Bone

SADDLE:

Maple/Ebony Cap

STRINGS:

Kala Fluorocarbon
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Resonator
The

Resonator

is

f itted

with

a

lightweight aluminum resonator cone
directly into the Mahogany body. The
resonator gets a brass cover and the
body features elegant f-holes to give
this model its distinct appearance.
Available in a tenor model.
KA-RES-BRS
Tenor

Specifications
TOP:

Mahogany

BACK & SIDES

Mahogany

BINDING:

Pearloid

FINISH:

Sunburst Satin

COVER:

Mahogany

CONE:

Brass

NUT:

Graph Tech NuBone ®

SADDLE:

Maple

STRINGS:

Aquila Super Nylgut ®
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KA-SMH-C

KA-SMH-T

Concert

Tenor
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Solid
Mahogany
We’ve taken our Classic Satin Solid Mahogany and given it a modern update with
an even more affordable price. The warm reddish brown of the Solid Mahogany
body is f ramed in clean black binding and black & white purfling. Coupled with a
stylish white-black-white rosette pattern—there is no doubt that this is an elegant
musical instrument.
This ukulele also comes outf itted with a Rosewood f retboard and bridge, D’Addario
Titanium Strings, and a smooth closed pore satin f inish. Take note, this instrument
is for players who understand the sonic characteristics this uke has to offer, and
are ready to grow along side it as the solid wood improves even further with time.
To quote Acoustic Guitar Forum, “Mahogany starts out good and just gets better
as it ages.” Mahogany is a classic traditionally warm sounding wood that many
ukulele enthusiasts prefer. Available in Concert & Tenor.

Specifications
TOP:

Solid Indonesian Mahogany

BACK & SIDES:

Solid Indonesian Mahogany

BINDING:

Black with
Black & White Purfling

FINISH:

Closed Pore Satin

NUT & SADDLE:

Graph Tech NuBone ®

STRINGS:

D’Addario Titanium ®
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Solid
Acacia
The Solid Acacia line bears curling similar
to its close relative Koa. The Acacia’s
resemblance to its cousin is apparent in
its beautiful, varied grain pattern. The all
solid wood allows the sound to improve
as it is played and broken in. Available
in concert, tenor, and baritone models—
tenor also available with EQ and cutaway.

Specifications
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TOP:

Solid Acacia

BACK & SIDES:

Solid Acacia

BINDING:

Maple

FINISH:

Satin

NUT & SADDLE:

Graph Tech NuBone ®

STRINGS:

Aquila Super Nylgut ®

ELECTRONICS:

Kula by Fishman ® on KA-SA-TE-C

KA-SA-C
Concert

KA-SA-T

KA-SA-TE-C

Tenor

Tenor
Cutaway

KA-SA-B
Baritone

96

with

EQ
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Solid
Cedar Top
Pau Ferro
KA-ASCP-C
Concert
The All Solid Cedar Top with Solid Pau Ferro back
and sides has a Mid-Century Modern asymmetrical
style rosette of Maple and Pau Ferro that gives these
ukuleles a very distinct look. The Solid Cedar top
provides this ukulele with a warm, sweet tone with
excellent, loud projection. The Solid Pau Ferro back
and sides are a perfect audio and visual compliment
to the Solid Cedar top as they provide bright, clear
tonal elements to this instrument’s sound. Available in
Concert or Tenor.

Specifications

KA-ASCP-T
Tenor

TOP:

Solid Cedar

BACK & SIDES:

Solid Pau Ferro

BINDING:

Mahogany

FINISH:

Satin

NUT & SADDLE:

GraphTech NuBone ®

STRINGS:

D’Addario Clear Nylon

ELECTRONICS:

Active EQ w/ Built-In Tuner
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All Solid
Mahogany
TENOR XL

The All Solid Mahogany Tenor XL ukulele
boasts

a

warm,

balanced

tone

that

resonates clearly with long, clean sustain.
The Solid Mahogany Tenor XL is the perfect
tool for the musician looking to take their
ukulele playing to the next level. The
larger Tenor XL size means excellent string
spacing and louder projection, coupled
with this instrument’s rich assortment
of aesthetic design choices such as the
addition of flame maple binding means
that this instrument is made to “wow!” in
both the looks and the sound department.
The

Tenor

XL

size

and

quality

Kala

craftsmanship make this an instrument
suitable for high levels of professional play
and will be sure to stand out in the studio
and on stage.

Specifications
TOP:

Solid Mahogany

BACK & SIDES:

Solid Mahogany

BINDING:

Flame Maple

FINISH:

Satin

NUT & SADDLE:

GraphTech NuBone ®

STRINGS:

D’Addario Clear Nylon
with Wound Low G

KA-AMHG-ST
Tenor XL
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All Solid Spruce
Top Ziricote
TENOR XL

This beautiful Tenor XL model has a Solid
Spruce top with Solid Ziricote back and
sides. Loved by players everywhere for its
stunning looks and warm woody tones,
Ziricote is a popular choice for the player
looking to play a uke that sounds as good
as it looks. This pairs nicely with the solid
Spruce top giving you a ukulele that
sounds well-rounded, clear, and resonant.
This instrument is a wonderful addition for
any player looking to expand their ukulele
arsenal and take their sound to another
level. The Tenor XL size and quality Kala
craftsmanship make this an instrument
suitable for high levels of professional play
and will be sure to stand out in the studio
and on stage.

Specifications

KA-ASZCT-ST
Tenor XL
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TOP:

Solid Spruce

BACK & SIDES:

Solid Ziricote

BINDING:

Flame Maple

FINISH:

Satin

NUT & SADDLE:

GraphTech NuBone ®

STRINGS:

D’Addario Clear Nylon
with Wound Low G
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Kala Guitars
UNIQUE & PERFORMANCE-ORIENTED GUITARS WITH PURPOSE

We’ve spent a lot of time perfecting our guitars to make sure they stand out in the
big world of acoustic guitar. Each one has a well-thought-out purpose and is unique,
performance-oriented, and enjoyable for any player. From the small but mighty
Guitarlele, to the affordable Classical Student Guitars that come in two sizes, and
to the powerful rich sounding Parlor Guitar — we create guitars the way we create
ukuleles — built to last. These guitars all have superior sound and affordability. With
each new model, you truly get more than what you pay for. Browse through our
selection and see which guitar f its your style best!
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KA-GTR-NY23

KA-GTR-NY25

3/4-Size

Full-Size

Classical Guitar

Classical Guitar
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Student
Guitars
The Kala Student Guitar presents a familiar classical guitar look and feel with the
guarantee of Kala quality and affordable price our ukuleles are known for — now
at a larger scale.
Cedar top, mahogany back, sides & neck with a gloss f inish, the Kala Student
Guitar features a stylized rosette and slotted headstock with a pairing of Gold
and Mother of Pearl style tuning machines. With comfortable action and a clear,
mellow tone, the Kala Student guitar packs immense playability into a beginner
price, providing the right foundation for growth and development for a brand new
player. For over a decade, Kala Ukuleles have been the most popular and trusted
ukulele choice for classrooms throughout North America. By popular demand
f rom educators, we are excited to present the Kala Student Guitar.
This series features two sizes for beginner players: ¾-size and full-size.

Specifications
TOP:

Cedar

BACK & SIDES:

Mahogany

BINDING:

Black

FINISH:

Gloss

NUT & SADDLE:

Natural

STRINGS:

Hard Tension Nylon
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KA-GTR-OM-CMH

KA-GTR-OM-SEB

Orchestra Mini

Orchestra Mini

Guitar

Guitar

Specifications

Specifications

TOP:

Solid Cedar

TOP:

Solid Spruce

BACK & SIDES:

Mahogany

BACK & SIDES:

Striped Ebony

BINDING:

Black with
Black & White Purfling

BINDING:

Cream with
Black & White Purfling

FINISH:

Satin

FINISH:

Satin

NUT & SADDLE:

Bone

NUT & SADDLE:

Bone

STRINGS:

D’Addario EXP
Phosphor Bronze

STRINGS:

D’Addario EXP
Phosphor Bronze
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Orchestra
Mini Guitars
The Kala Orchestra Mini Guitar delivers a classic steel-string sound at a reduced
body size, making this instrument a phenomenal companion for learners and
lifelong players alike looking for a lightweight and versatile guitar backed by
Kala’s signature quality and aesthetic.
The size and shape of the Orchestra Guitar places the greatest emphasis on high
& mid-range clarity, making it ideal for f ingerpicking and solo play.
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Guitarlele
A combination between ukulele and guitar,
the Kala Mahogany Guitarlele packs a lot of fun

Specifications
TOP:

Mahogany

BACK & SIDES:

Mahogany

Guitarlele is lightweight and portable so you can

BINDING:

Cream

take the fun with you anywhere. An excellent

FINISH:

Satin

crossover between guitar and ukulele perfect

NUT & SADDLE:

Bone

for players of all skill levels. Also available with

STRINGS:

Aquila Super Nylgut ®

optional Kala UK-300T Preamp with built-in

ELECTRONICS:

Kula by Fishman ®
on KA-GL-E

into a small package. The reserved style of the
Mahogany makes for a simple, classic look. The

tuner. Fits all Tenor ukulele sized Bags & Cases.

KA-GL

KA-GL-E

Guitarlele

Guitarlele
with EQ
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Solid Cedar Top
Parlor Guitar
The Kala Solid Cedar Parlor Guitar is a
smaller-bodied member of our guitar line
with a savory sound. This guitar caters to
the songwriter, the recording artist, and
even the open mic regular. Its tone is
very warm and full-bodied and pleasant
without being overbearing due to its
Cedar top and Mahogany back and sides.
We dressed it with a Walnut binding with
a herringbone purfling and a satin f inish
to give it a traditional, aged look. Each
Parlor Guitar comes in a gig bag.

Specifications
TOP:

Solid Cedar

BACK & SIDES:

Mahogany

BINDING:

Walnut & Herringbone

FINISH:

Satin

NUT & SADDLE:

Bone

STRINGS:

D’Addario EXP Phosphor

KA-GTR-PLR
Parlor Guitar
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Kala Cajóns

KP-CAJON-SPMAPLE

KP-CAJON-EBONY

KP-CAJON-ZEBRA

Spalted Maple

Striped Ebony

Zebrawood

Cajón

Cajón

Cajón

The Cajón is a simple box percussion
instrument f rom Peru that can be
played with hands, f ingers, brushes
or sticks. The Kala Cajón uses guitar
strings which are tensioned to the
back of the faceplate which mimics
a snare drum-like effect for added
percussive possibilities.

Spice up

your ensemble with a Kala Cajón.
Available in Ebony, Spalted Maple
and Zebrawood.
Includes an allen key for snare wire
adjustment.

KP-BAG-CAJON
Cajón Bag
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U•BASS

®

THE ORIGINAL U•BASS ® — PLAYED BY THE BEST

The U•BASS ® by Kala is the Original, short-scale bass developed and brought to the
market in 2009. Used by bass artists around the world — live and in the studio. The
portable U•BASS ® makes a great addition to any bassist’s arsenal. Recognized as one
of the music industry’s most innovative products, the U•BASS ® has received multiple
BEST IN SHOW awards f rom publishers, retail leaders and review websites.
Kala U•BASS ® are currently played by well-known artists: Bakithi Kumalo (Paul
Simon), Chris Baio (Vampire Weekend), Nik West (Prince), Nicole Row (Panic! at the
Disco), Nathan East (Toto), Tony Russell (Kendrick Lamar), Doug Wimbish (Living
Colour), Adam Taylor (Iration), and Philip Bynoe (Steve Vai).
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Nomad
Like no other bass before it, the
Nomad is going to come in and mix
things up. Don’t expect the status quo
when you pick-up the most affordable
bass in the U•BASS ® line. Made of
Mahogany and stripped down to the
bare essentials — this is our no f rills
approach to U•BASS ®.

Mahogany

is

responsive

focused,

and

balanced,

punchy

resounding
U•BASS

®

for

an

U•BASS ®.

unabashedly
The

Nomad

is great for learning and

gigging — provide yourself with the
perfect tool to get started. Available in
a f retted model.
UBASS-NOMAD-FS
Fretted
U•BASS ®

Specifications
TOP / BACK & SIDES:

Mahogany

BINDING:

None

FINISH:

Satin

NUT:

GraphTech NuBone ®

SADDLE:

Composite

STRINGS:

Aquila Thunderblack ®

ELECTRONICS:

U•BASS ® Active EQ

SHORT SCALE:

20.875"

OVERALL LENGTH:

29.625”

INCLUDES:

Deluxe Padded Gig Bag
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Scout
The Scout U•BASS ® is a bit more dressy
with cream binding and a Venetian
cutaway. The next level in affordable
U•BASS ®, the Scout will help you reach
your full potential as a bassist. Subtly
stylish,

great

sounding,

responsive

and punchy—with focus—makes for
a thunderous U•BASS ®. Available in a
f retted model.
UBASS-SCOUT-FS
Fretted
U•BASS ®

Specifications
TOP / BACK & SIDES:

Mahogany

BINDING:

Cream

FINISH:

Satin

NUT:

GraphTech NuBone ®

SADDLE:

Composite

STRINGS:

Aquila Thunderblack ®

ELECTRONICS:

U•BASS ® Active EQ

SHORT SCALE:

20.875"

OVERALL LENGTH:

29.625”

INCLUDES:

Deluxe Padded Gig Bag
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Zebrawood
Zebrawood gets its name and exotic
look f rom the alternating tan and
dark brown zebra-like stripes of the
wood grain. The alluring Zebrawood
offers well-def ined basses and trebles
with good volume and balance that
is perfect for the booming U•BASS ®.
Available in a f retted model.
UBASS-ZEB-FS
Fretted
U•BASS ®

Specifications
TOP / BACK & SIDES:

Zebrawood

BINDING:

Rosewood

FINISH:

Satin

NUT:

GraphTech NuBone ®

SADDLE:

Composite

STRINGS:

Kala Round Wounds

ELECTRONICS:

U•BASS ® Active EQ

SHORT SCALE:

20.875"

OVERALL LENGTH:

29.625”

INCLUDES:

Deluxe Padded Gig Bag
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Wanderer
Sometimes it’s the journey that matters,
and the Wanderer will get you where
you want to go. Completely utilitarian
— and extremely functional — the
Wanderer

maintains

sound of the U•BASS

the
®

booming

with a clean

look — and bass that is perfect for any
situation. It was awarded Best NonGuitar Fretted Instrument of 2018 by
Music & Sound Retailer. The Wanderer
is made of Mahogany and comes with
Kala Metal Round Wound Strings and
a Custom Deluxe Padded Gig Bag. The
Wanderer will help you f ind your way.
Available in a f retted model.
UBASS-WNDR-FS
Fretted
U•BASS ®

Specifications
TOP / BACK & SIDES:

Mahogany

BINDING:

None

FINISH:

Satin

NUT:

GraphTech TUSQ ®

SADDLE:

Plastic

STRINGS:

Kala Round Wound

ELECTRONICS:

UK-500B

SHORT SCALE:

20.875"

OVERALL LENGTH:

29.625”

INCLUDES:

Deluxe Padded Gig Bag
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Burl Ash
The Burled Tamo Ash has a wild
swirling grain pattern that beautifully
complements
complexion.

its

light

The

varied

ash

wood

patterns

ensure that each model is a unique
work

of

art,

and

the

signature

upright tone of the Kala U•BASS ® all
but guarantees this instrument will
stand out on stage. Burled Tamo Ash
has good harmonic response and
articulation with great sustain making
for a thundering U•BASS ®. Available in
a f retted model.
UBASS-BURL-FS
Fretted
U•BASS®

Specifications
TOP / BACK & SIDES:

Burled Tamo Ash

BINDING:

Rosewood

FINISH:

Satin

NUT:

GraphTech NuBone ®

SADDLE:

Composite

STRINGS:

Aquila Thunderblack ®

ELECTRONICS:

U•BASS ® Active EQ

SHORT SCALE:

20.875"

OVERALL LENGTH:

29.625”

INCLUDES:

Deluxe Padded Gig Bag
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Bamboo
Bamboo

is

the

most

sustainable

choice for musical instruments. Highly
renewable, Bamboo regenerates quickly
without being replanted — sometimes
growing up to three feet per day! The
straight grain of this “grass” is actually
stronger than most hardwoods. Our
Bamboo U•BASS ® is beautifully naturallooking with clean lines and bamboo
f rom

top

to

bottom

—

f rom

the

headstock to the f retboard to the saddle.
Bamboo provides a bright tone with
great volume, harmonics, projection and
sustain. The strength of bamboo makes
for an extremely durable and resilient
U•BASS ®. Available in a f retted model.
UBASS-BMB-FS
Fretted
U•BASS®

Specifications
TOP / BACK & SIDES:

Solid Bamboo

BINDING:

None

FINISH:

Satin

NUT:

GraphTech NuBone ®

SADDLE:

Composite

STRINGS:

Aquila Thunderblack ®

ELECTRONICS:

U•BASS ® Active EQ

SHORT SCALE:

20.875"

OVERALL LENGTH:

29.625”

INCLUDES:

Deluxe Padded Gig Bag
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Journeyman
The Journeyman is the grandest U•BASS ®
in the line up. A def inite departure f rom
the usual U•BASS ® look this Mahogany
bass has white binding with f-holes and
a cutaway. The Journeyman is great
for gigging, has a powerful original
U•BASS ® tone, and is still one of our
more affordable basses. Hone your skills
and perfect your craft, this U•BASS ® is
made to take you as far as you want to
go. The Journeyman will set you on your
way to becoming a master. Available in
Natural Mahogany or Matte Black both
f retted models.
UBASS-JYMN-FS

UBASS-JYMN-BK-FS

Natural Fretted

Matte Black Fretted

U•BASS ®

U•BASS ®

Specifications
TOP / BACK & SIDES:

Mahogany

BINDING:

Cream

FINISH:

Satin or Matte Black

NUT:

GraphTech TUSQ ®

SADDLE:

Composite

STRINGS:

Kala Round Wounds

ELECTRONICS:

UK-500B

SHORT SCALE:

20.875"

OVERALL LENGTH:

29.625”

INCLUDES:

Deluxe Padded Gig Bag
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Spalted Maple
The

Spalted

Maple

U•BASS®

has

spalting in the wood that resembles
f ine point pen scribbles forming wavy
black lines and streaks that contrast
beautifully with the lighter colored, twotone Maple. Black binding adds a nice
compliment and ties into the spalting.
This U•BASS® has great dynamic range,
clarity, tight lows, and ample sustain.
Available in a f retted model.
UBASS-SP-MAPL-FS
Fretted
U•BASS®

Specifications
TOP / BACK & SIDES:

Spalted Maple

BINDING:

Black

FINISH:

Satin

NUT:

GraphTech NuBone ®

SADDLE:

Composite

STRINGS:

Aquila Thunderblack ®

ELECTRONICS:

U•BASS ® Active EQ

SHORT SCALE:

20.875"

OVERALL LENGTH:

29.625”

INCLUDES:

Deluxe Padded Gig Bag
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Rumbler
The Kala Rumbler was designed to be “just
right”. It sits between the more inexpensive
U•BASS and higher end models. Created
to be it’s own thing, it comes with custom
Silver Rumbler polyurethane strings. a
sturdy build, simple appointments, and
is still heavy on the low end. Great for
recording, playing in an ensemble or on
stage - the Rumbler includes a Shadow®
pickup and EQ with built-in tuner and
custom Deluxe Padded Gig Bag. Available
in a Fretted Model.
UBASS-RMBL-FS
Rumbler
U•BASS®

Specifications
TOP / BACK & SIDES:

Mahogany

BINDING:

Black

FINISH:

Satin

NUT & SADDLE:

GraphTech TUSQ ®

STRINGS:

Silver Rumbler by Aquila ®

ELECTRONICS:

Shadow ® U•BASS ® NFX

SHORT SCALE:

20.375"

OVERALL LENGTH:

29.375”

INCLUDES:

Deluxe Padded Gig Bag
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Fishman
EQ
for U•BASS
®

RELATIONSHIP & DEVELOPMENT WITH FISHMAN
Exclusive

Partnership

and

design

with

Fishman: Kala & Fishman co-designed an EQ
curve that caters specif ically to the U•BASS
sound. We also selected the right housing that
f its the bass proportionately in order to save
on space and weight.

FUNCTIONALITY & CONVENIENCE
Ease of Access: The new EQ controller is now

Saddle & Pick-up: Going back to a more

located on the upper bout making access

traditional piezo and saddle set up where the

much more comfortable and convenient.

saddle is now independent of the piezo. The

Straps: We’ve changed f rom the integrated

saddle is made of Graph Tech TUSQ in order to

output jack and strap button and have installed
a standard strap button to make strap installs
less of a headache— no more loosened jacks or

compliment the TUSQ Nut. The independent
saddle also allows users to get their action
dialed in. This was not an option before with

having to cut a deeper slit into your strap.

the previous system.

PERFORMANCE & DESIGN:

Intonation:

Improved Output: The smaller saddle footprint

because we’ve adjusted the scale length ever

combined

with

the

optimum

positioning

improves down pressure f rom the strings and
make sure the pressure is only being sent to
the piezo and not anything else.
Sound: More dynamic range with an active
3-band EQ. This allows the import bass to be
more versatile like our USA Solid Body. You can
make it bright and poppy, or deep like a standup bass by cutting and/or boosting high, mid,
and low f requencies.
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Intonation

is

now

improved

so slightly to reduce sharp notes by angling
the saddle.

Exotic
Mahogany
The Exotic Mahogany Acoustic-Electric U•BASS ®
was introduced in 2012 and quickly became
our best-selling model. Capturing the same
upright bass sound the U•BASS is known for,
look no further for enormous low end. Available
in f retted and left-handed models.
UBASS-EM-FS
Fretted U•BASS ®
UBASS-EM-FS/LH
Fretted Left-Handed
U•BASS ®

Specifications
TOP / BACK & SIDES:

Exotic Mahogany

BINDING:

Black

FINISH:

Satin

TUNERS:

Custom Hipshot Ultralite™

NUT:

GraphTech TUSQ ®

SADDLE:

Composite

STRINGS:

Road Toad Pahoehoe

ELECTRONICS:

Fishman ® U•BASS ® Preamp

SHORT SCALE:

20.375"

OVERALL LENGTH:

29.375”

INCLUDES:

Deluxe Padded Gig Bag
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Striped Ebony
The beautiful Striped Ebony U•BASS ® has
a deep brown color with reddish-brown
striping. The Maple binding creates a
striking contrast with the Ebony body,
helping the striping stand out. Available
in f retted and f retless models. Fretted
model also available with Kala Round
Wound strings.
UBASS-EBY-FS

UBASS-EBY-FSRW

Fretted U•BASS ®

Fretted U•BASS ®
with

Round Wounds

UBASS-EBY-FL
Fretless U•BASS ®

Specifications
TOP / BACK & SIDES:

Striped Ebony

BINDING:

Maple

FINISH:

Satin

TUNERS:

Custom Hipshot Ultralite™

NUT:

GraphTech TUSQ ®

SADDLE:

Composite

STRINGS:

Road Toad Pahoehoe
or Kala Round Wounds

ELECTRONICS:

Fishman ® U•BASS ® Preamp

SHORT SCALE:

20.375"

OVERALL LENGTH:

29.375”

INCLUDES:

Deluxe Padded Gig Bag
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Flame Maple
The Flame Maple Fretted U•BASS ® has
a wood grain with curled f iguring f rom
which it takes its name. This U•BASS ® also
has a Mid-Century Modern asymmetrical
rosette of Mahogany and Maple. Flame
Maple has a focused, transparent tone
with excellent note separation and a
strong attack and projection. Available in
a f retted model.
UBASS-FM-FS
Fretted U•BASS ®

Specifications
TOP / BACK & SIDES:

Flame Maple

BINDING:

Mahogany

FINISH:

Satin

TUNERS:

Custom Hipshot Ultralite™

NUT & SADDLE:

GraphTech TUSQ ®

STRINGS:

Road Toad Pahoehoe

ELECTRONICS:

Fishman ® U•BASS ® Preamp

SHORT SCALE:

20.375"

OVERALL LENGTH:

29.375”

INCLUDES:

Deluxe Padded Gig Bag
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Solid Cedar Top
Pau Ferro
The Solid Cedar Top Pau Ferro Fretted
U•BASS ® combines a Solid Cedar top with
Pau Ferro back and sides or as we like to
call it—the “Mid Century Modern” U•BASS ®
because

of

its

distinct,

asymmetrical

rosette of Maple and Pau Ferro. The warm
harmonics of Cedar combines with the
brightness and clarity of Pau Ferro to
allow lows and highs to shine through. The
contrast between the honey-colored Cedar
and the darker brown Pau Ferro makes a
f ine pairing. Available in a f retted model.
UBASS-SCP-FS
Fretted U•BASS ®

Specifications
TOP:

Solid Cedar

BACK & SIDES:

Pau Ferro

BINDING:

Mahogany

FINISH:

Satin

TUNERS:

Custom Hipshot Ultralite™

NUT & SADDLE:

GraphTech TUSQ ®

STRINGS:

Road Toad Pahoehoe

ELECTRONICS:

Fishman ® U•BASS ® Preamp

SHORT SCALE:

20.375"

OVERALL LENGTH:

29.375”

INCLUDES:

Deluxe Padded Gig Bag
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KALA BRAND MUSIC CO.
PO Box 751149, Petaluma, CA 94975 USA
Toll Free (877) 853-3853
Local (707) 775-4073
KALABRAND.COM

